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Literal and Figurative Prisons in Malory's
"Tale of Lancelot"
Abstract
In Le Morte D'Arthur, Malory dedicates "The Tale of
Lancelot" to the development of the character of Lancelot as
a chivalric knight. Through the presentation of various
literal and figurative prisons throughout the tale, Malory
provides the reader with significant insights into
Lancelot's character and his growth in understanding. In
the same way the literal prison--a dungeon--entraps
Lancelot, the figurative prisons of enchantment and
obligation govern Lancelot's actions: he is "bound" in more
than one way. In all, Lancelot succeeds in escaping the
many prisons he confronts, and he proves himself a valiant
and chivalric--if somewhat naive--knight. As the prison
episode changes, Lancelot's response changes, and this
especially reflects his growth as a knight.
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Chapter One:
Introduction to Literal Prison
2
Malory's "A Noble Tale of Sir Launcelot du Lake," Book
Three in Vinaver's Works, employs a particularly intriguing
narrative technique. Malory moves his reader, from episode
to episode about Lancelot, through a series of "prisons."
In general, a prison is characterized by dank, dark stone
walls and cast iron bars; it presents some sort of physical
trap into which one is thrown. This literal prison is made
manifest by many occurrences throughout the Morte D'Arthur
and, we will see, in "The Tale of Lancelot." But Malory's
rendition of the story of Lancelot lends itself to yet
another reading of the term "prison," for Lancelot is
continually "bound" in more than one way. Both the
enchantments Morgan Ie Fay casts and the requirements
various maidens or knights' wives make of Lancelot
constitute figurative prisons as they govern Lancelot's
actions. Lancelot is bewildered by the enchantment, and he
is obliged to fulfill his promises to the women, primarily
because of the oath of knighthood Arthur first requires him
(and all the knights of the Round table) to take. For the
purposes of this study, the term "prison," then, can mean
many things. It is as if Malory invites the reader to
determine how Lancelot responds to the literal prison as a
means of foreshadowing his later responses to the figurative
prison~ with wh~ch he is faced. These later "prisons," both
of enchantment and of knightly obligation, Ultimately are
the ones that dominate the tale and provide us with our most
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significant insights into Lancelot's character and his
growth in understanding~
Though Malory's selection of the episodes in the tale
from various sources before him may seem ostensibly
arbitrary, his choices, in fact, reflect careful meditation
as they illustrate a true assortment of prisons which
Lancelot must manipulate: from castles to enchantments to
promises, all of which make Lancelot either physically or
mentally bound to them. For example, in the same way that
Morgan Ie Fay and her three queen companions "leyde hym
uppon his shyIde and bare hym so on horsebak betwyxte two
knyghtes, and brought hym unto the Castell Charyot," (a
physical entrapment), so the damsel who makes her request of
Lancelot as she later frees him from Morgan's castle
(" ...but and ye woll be ruled by me I shall helpe you oute
of this dystresse... ") imprisons Lancelot figurativery by
obligation, though this is a promise he does not have
trouble making (151, 32-33; 152, 28-29). Lancelot
continually trades one prison for another type of prison.
Book Three, then, provides an interesting demonstration
of Lancelot's progression through various episodes, both
literal and figurative. We follow Lancelot to Morgan's
Castle Charyot, to Belleus' red pavilion, to Bagdemagus'
battlefield, to Sir Tarquin's manor, to the woods of Sir
Perys de Foreste Savage, to the besieged castle of
Tyntagyll, into Sir Kay's armor, to the Chapel Perilous
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"ordeyned" by Hallewes the Sorseres, up Sir Phelot's tree,
and finally, into the midst of Sir Pedyvere's domestic
problems. Of these ten episodes, two involve the literal
prison (Morgan's Castle and Sir Phelot's tree), two involve
the figurative prison of enchantment (Morgan and Hallewes),
and six involve
(Belleus' lady,
th~igurative prison of obligation
Bagdemagus' daughter, the damsel who leads
Lancelot to Sir Tarquin and Sir Perys, Sir Melyot's sister
who sends him to the Chapel Perilous, Sir Phelot's wife, and
Sir Pedyvere's wife). The literal and figurative prison
episodes overlap early in the tale when Lancelot must deal
with Morgan and near its closure when he is confronted by
Phelot. In the previous list of episodes, then, only those
directly involving Sir Tarquin and Sir Peris (and not the
maiden whom he promises to help) as well as those pertaining
to the two "grete gyauntis" at the castle of Tyntagyll and
Sir Kay are not included as prison episodes which hold
Lancelot (161, 34).1 Most of the episodes, however, do test
IRather, these are episodes--or parts of episodes--
where Lancelot for the most part frees prisoners. Sir
Tarquin collects knights of the Round Table and imprisons
them in his castle. A damsel tells Lancelot: lias I
undirstonde, he hath in his preson of Arthurs courte good
knyghtes three score and four that he hath wonne with his
owne hondys" (156-57). Lancelot "delyver[s) all the
presoners that he hath oute of daungere" (157, 22). And when
Lancelot learns that Sir Perys de Foreste Savage captures
women ("at the leste he robbyth them other lyeth by hem"),
he declares: "He doth shame unto the Order of Knyghthode,
and contrary unto his oth. Hit is pyte that he lyvyth!"
(160, 8-11). He "rescowe[s)" the women by promptly killing·
Sir Perys (160, 14). Furthermore, Lancelot battles and kills
the two giants who guard the castle of Tyntagyll, thereby
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Lancelot through imprisonment in one way or another.
Malory's tale is devoted to expanding upon Lancelot's
character, and both the prison (literal or figurative or
both) and his response to it reflect a crucial part of his
character.
For evidence that prison imagery was clearly a matter
in Malory's head, we need not look further than the text
before us. At the end of each tale, Malory makes his most
personal statements to the reader in the form of an
"explicit." We may look to these brief ending remarks for
particular insight into Malory's thoughts and plans for his
telling of the adventures of King Arthur. Aside from three
other authorial interruptions in his first book, "The Tale
of King Arthur," the first occasion we hear Malory's own
voice speaking to his reader about the text is at the very
end of this first tale. 2 Malory's primary message to the
reader draws specific attention to the fact that he is both
releasing the prisoners within: "for.. . the moste party
of us have bene here this seven yere theire presoners, . . .
and we are all grete jentylwomen borne" (161-62). Finally,
when Lancelot dons sir Kay's armor, he actually takes
prisoners: he tells the various knights he defeats to
"yelde you unto dame Gwenyvere ... as presoners" (165, 22-
24). Though these four episodes do not cast Lancelot as a
prisoner, they still involve both Lancelot and the prison
experience.
2~e first of these three interruptions occurs at the
end of "The Knight with Two Swords" where the closest we get
to a personal comment by Malory is his statement that Balyn
and Balan "were two passynge good knyghtes as ever were in
tho dayes" (59, 9-10). The two following comments by Malory
on the text serve only as explicits (see 67, 43-44; 76, 3).
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a knight and a prisoner, and, in particular, his words are
those of a knight and a prisoner. Where Malory might have
concluded "The Tale of King Arthur" with his more typical
summary sentence, "Here endeth this tale.. . ," he instead
repeats himself, as if he adds his true intentions:
And this booke Endeth whereas sir Launcelot and
sir Trystrams com to courte. Who that woll make
ony more lette hym seke other bookis of Kynge
Arthure or of sir Launcelot or sir Trystrams; for
this was drawyn by a knyght presoner, sir Thomas
Malleorre, that God sende hym good recover. Amen.
(110, 9-13)
Malory clearly hopes to impress upon his readers that he is
a prisoner; he hopes to enlist the reader's sympathy. In
advising his reader to seek other books for what he
indicates might be a more comprehensive understanding of
Arthur, Lancelot, or Trystram, Malory is not only modest,
but he implies that his situation as prisoner might explain
any inadequacy on his part.
Moreover, if Malory is especially careful to illustrate
to the reader that he has been a pr"isoner, he is equally
concerned that his reader accept many of his characters in
the Morte as prisoners; Malory's prison experience results
in his predilection for the characters about whom he writes
who are prisoners in various ways throughout the Morte.
Accordingly, it is fair to assume Malory invites his reader
to look at the prisons in the tales he writes. For example,
in "The Book of Sir Trystram de Lyones," Trystram must
overcome many physical traps both for himself and for La
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Beale Isode. On one occasion, sir Andret aspires to expose
Trystram as a traitor, and when he catches him "nakyd a-bed"
with Isode, Andret and twelve other knights make him a
prisoner of that very bed: "and so was he bounde hande and
foote and kepte tyll day" (271, 2). Once Trystram escapes
from the "chapell that stood uppon the see rockys" to which
he is subsequently led, his first concern is Isode (271, 4-
5). Trystram's men inform him that she has been "put in a
lazar-cote," a leper's hut (271, 41). Having only just
freed himself from bondage (quite literally as he "pulde"
his guards "unto hym and unwraste his hondis"), Trystram is
determined to release "Isode (271, 25-26) and immediately
"fette her away, and brought hir into a fayre foreste to a
fayre maner" (272, 1). She is delivered, then, from a "full
ungoodly place for suche a fayre lady" to a place which
suits her countenance (271, 42-43). If Trystram is not
freeing himself in these earlier episodes, he is freeing
another.
In this same book, in liThe Round Table" section, we
further see Trystram escape imprisonmen~ by Sir Darras (III
sholde suffir hem to dye within my preson") for killing
three of Darras' sons, only to be directly held by Morgan le
Fay (338, 24-25). Interestingly, Trystram's escape from
both of these impending imprisonments occurs because of both
his reputation as a noble knight and his will~ngness to
divulge his name--not his physical prowess. Both of these
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predicaments are solved verbally. Malory describes
Trystram's imprisonment by Darras with real detail, offering
his own poignant insights when Darras would rather keep
Trystram alive to suffer his sickness than let him die:
So sir Trystram endured there grete payne, for
syknes had undirtake hym, and that ys the grettist
payne a presoner may have. For all the whyle a
presonere may have hys helth of body, he may
endure undir the mercy of God and in hope of good
delyveraunce; but whan syknes towchith a presoners
body, than maya presonere say all welth ys hym
berauffte, and than hath he cause to wayle and
wepe. Ryght so ded sir Trystram whan syknes had
undirtake hym, for than he toke such sorow that he
had allmoste slayne hymselff. (333, 11-18)
The insertion of such authorial comments here indicates
Malory's own state of mind; he absolutely sympathizes with
prisongrs because of his own experience (for which his first
'" ,,---/
,{
explicit sets us up), and he is especially merciful towards
the prisoner who is ill. In fact, Trystram's illness plays
an instrumental role in his release in that Darras
eventually acknowledges that Trystram is very close to dying
in his prison. Darras is moved by Trystram's reputation;
"whan sir Darras saw s~r Trystram ibrought afore hym," he
recognizes that he cannot kill "such a noble knight as ye ar
in preson" even if Darras is truly grieved by the loss of
his sons (338, 27-31). Trystram declares that had Darras'
sons been his own, he "myght have done none othirwyse" (338,
40). Trystram's explanation forces Darras to concede:
"that a~l ye ded was by fors of knyghthode, and that was the
cause I wolde nat put you to dethe" (338, 43-4~). Although
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Darras' desire to avoid Trystram's death in his own prison
ultimately motivates his response, Trystram's reputation and
his rationalization deliver him (albeit not in good health)
from having to fight with Darras. Darras is concerned
enough about having Trystram as a "good frynde" that
Trystram remains in his castle until he regains his health.
Though Trystram then proceeds to enter Morgan's castle
of his own will, he cannot effect his departure quite so
easily: "whan he wolde have departed, the quene seyde,
'Wyte you well ye shall nat departe lyghtly, for ye ar here
as a presonere'" (339, 37-40). Surprised, Trystram remarks,
"Jesu deffende me! . . . for I was but late a presonere"
(339, 41-42). Truly, the span of time between his prison
events is not great. Morgan does not detain him in the way
Darras does, however, for, unaware that she has Trystram
before her, she seems only to want to know who he is and
from where he comes. When Trystram tells her his name,
Morgan berates herself: "and had I wyst that, thou sholdist
nat have departed so sone as thou shalte. But sitthyn I have
made a promyse, I wolde holde hit II (340, 10-12).
Thus, Trystram, relying on Morgan's "covenaunte" and again
-.
executing a verbal defense against his imprisoner, eludes
Morgan's castle-prison. 3
3Although it seems clear that Morgan would rather have
Trystram free and carrying the shield with which she hopes
to provoke Lancelot and Arthur, Trystram's escape is a
considerable one--especially when we consider that Morgan
may have acted otherwise had she known his identity earlier.
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In both these episodes, Trystram travels from one
prison to another within a very short time: from King
Mark's chapel to Isode's "ungoodly" prison, from Darras'
dungeon to Morgan's castle. Trystram's experiences in~'
various prisons persist, however. In the "Joyous Guard"
section, Trystram is imprisoned by King Mark once again, and
Trystram seems to have spent an amount of time there equal
to the duration of his confinement by Darras. Feigning
concern for Trystram's injuries from a tournament, King Mark
captures Trystram:
And so he rode forth wyth sir Trystram and brought
hym into a castell by daylyght. And than kynge
Marke made sir Trystram to ete, and aftir that he
gaff hym a drynke; and anone as he hadde drunke he
felle on slepe. And whan hit was nyght he made hym
to be caryed to another castell, and there he put
hym in a stronge preson, and a man and a woman to
gyff hym his mete and his drynke. So there he was
a grete whyle. (412, 2-8)
King Mark succeeds in holding Trystram captive. Ironically,
however, he does not anticipate that Trystram would rather
remain imprisoned by him than fight for him against Sir
Sadocke and his fellow knights ("myscreauntes" in King
Mark's mind), and Sir Percivale de Galys consequently
executes "clerly the delyveraunce of hym by his knyghtly
meanys" (413, 41-42). Again, Trystram's prison episodes
come in pairs, though, for King Mark's treason operates
against Percivale and enables him once more to "lete take
hym and put hym in preson" (414, 31-32). This time, Isode
rescues Trystram. Sir Palomides eventually explains the
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series of events:
. kinge Marke of Cornwayle 1S put in preson by
his owne knyghtes, and all was for the love of sir
Trystram, for kynge Marke had put sir Trystram
twyse in preson, and onys sir Percivale delyverde
hym, and at the laste tyme La Beall Isode
delyverde sir Trystram and wente clyerly away wyth
hym into this realme. And all this whyle kynge
Marke is in preson. (417, 9-14)
Not only does Trystram manage to escape from prison, be
rescued from prison or rescue others from prison, but he
inspires in others the ability to imprison those who deserve
it.
Malory presents a range of prison experiences in the
Morte as Trystram is not the only knight to suffer physical
imprisonment in this book. Alexander the Orphan is
subjected to a prison experience, and it is no wonder that
his involves Morgan Ie Fay. Alexander's confrontation with
Morgan is not unlike this last conflict between Trystram and
King Mark: he has sixteen wounds ("and in especiall one of
them was lyke to be his deth") and, therefore, is
incapacitated (394, 25-26). Morgan cleverly administers
"oynement" to him that "he sholde have dyed" in order to
increase his desire that she heal him with a second ointment
(394, 27-28). When Alexander "wolde fayne [be] hole," of
course, Morgan is in the position to extract her payment:
"than shall ye promyse me by youre knyghthode that this
twelve-monthe and a day ye shall nat passe the compace of
this castell, and ye shall lyghtly be hole" (395, 9-13).
Though Alexander's health is restored, he is perhaps more
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unhappy as he laments the oath he has made: " . . now I
stonde as a presonere be my promyse" (395, 26). That the
promise he made confined him to Morgan's grounds is
important, but more significant is the fact that the very
act of making a promise or oath (being bound to someone for
something) is in itself a prison. Alexander is doubly
bound: he makes a promise, and that promise creates a
literal prison for him, Morgan's castle.
Malory's interest in presenting various types of
literal prisons and several knights' responses to them is
especially evident when he actually creates a prison that is
meant to be helpful to the knight whom it restrains instead
of to be harmful. In the "Launcelot and Elaine" section of
"The Book of Sir Trystram de Lyones," Sir Blyaunte, moved by
Lancelot's apparent madness to refrain from hurting him,
resolves to attempt to cure Lancelot, "a man oute of his
wytte" (496, 30). Having transported Lancelot to "the
castell Blanke," Sir Blyaunte's brother, Sir Selyvaunte, and
six of his men "bounde hys handys and hys feete, and gaff
hym good metys and good drynkys, and brought hym agayne to
hys strengthe and his fayrenesse" (497, 4-6). In an effort
to save Lancelot from his own madness (which functions as
yet another type of prison), Sir Blyaunte restrains him for
"more than a yere and an halff, honestly arayed and fayre
faryn wythall" (497, 8). Though he is bound, then, Lancelot
is in good hands. While Sir Blyaunte's prison does not cure
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Lancelot of his madness ("But in hys wytte they cowde nat
brynge hym, nother to know hymselff"), the confinement does
restore his health (497, 6-7). And Sir Blyaunte's kindness
here does, in effect, eventually revit~lize Lancelotbecause
it creates in him a certain loyalty; when Lancelot witnesses
an attack on Sir Blyaun'te by two other knights, he "brake
hys chaynes of hys leggys and of hys armys" in order to aid
Sir Blyaunte, whose prison has restored that strength in
Lancelot. Lancelot escapes not only the physical (and, in
this case, beneficial) prison, but the prison in which
madness holds him. Sir Blyaunte revives Lancelot, though he
is not trying to, by evoking a knightly response in him.
Thus, the loyalty and knighthood that "cure" Lancelot are
instigated by Sir Blyaunte. Once Lancelot is "happy and
gracyous," Sir Blyaunte and his men "bynde hym no more"
(497,39-40).
In "The Book of Sir Trystram de Lyones," then, Malory
creates a sequence of prison episodes wherein Trystram must
endure a literal prison. That same prison experience
dominates "The Tale of Lancelot" as well; Lancelot suffers
literal entrapment throughout the tale (and we will see
later that his prison experience is also markesl__ by the
figurative prisons of enchantment and obligation). Malory's
presentation of prisons in a sequence emphasizes both the
difficulty of avoiding prisons and the extent to which they
f
are a conventional part of the chivlaric landscape. In
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fact, Lancelot's character might lose much of his appeal if
his knighthood did not require that he overcome such
obstacles because he thrives on the thrill of escaping the
prisons his enemies (and, later, maidens) create for him; he
seeks them. Malory, then, gives us the flavor of a knight's
life. Lancelot often trades one prison (usually a literal
one) for another (typically a figurative one, like a promise
to a maiden). In all, Malory emphasizes the need for a
knight always to be on guard because a knight's world is
full of prisons. Perhaps Malory felt he, h~mself, spent too
much time enduring imprisonments, and he, therefore, puts an
emphasis on knights who deserve credit for their prison
experiences in the Morte. In his introduction to Malory's
Works, Vinaver emphasizes the extent to which Malory could
claim prison experience (at least if we believe the Newbold
Revell account):
Eight imprisonments, varying in length from a few
days to two and a half years, are on record as
well as two dramatic escapes: on 27 July 1451 he
swam the moat at Coleshill prison, and in October
1454 broke out of jail at Colchester using with
great skill a variety of deadly weapons--swords,
daggers, and langues-de-boeuf. 4
If this is the same Malory who wrote the Morte, we can make
an appropriate connection between his life and his
literature. This Malory was very familiar with the prison
experience, and it may account for the repeated prison
4Vinaver explains that a langue-de-boeuf 1S "a halberd
with a spiked head shaped like an ox-tongue" (v).
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experiences of the knights in the Morte, and in "The Tale of
Lancelot" in particular. Indeed, the striking concern with
prison experience in the Morte lends support to the
identification of Malory as the Newbold Revel Malory, who
may have been more invested in the adventures of his knights
because his own sUffering generated that predisposition. If
this be the case, this connection makes Lancelot's prison
episodes that much more genuine--whether they are an
accurate reflection of Malory's own experiences or an an
embellishment of the sources.
In "A Noble Tale of Sir Launcelot du Lake," Lancelot
struggles through two significant physical traps which
function as literal prisons. Though Malory provides a good
deal of information about this knight who "passed all other
knyghtes," we actually see very little of Lancelot (even as
the tale begins) until he is within prison walls (149, 8).
Lancelot's "straunge adventures" begin with his imprisonment
by Morgan Ie Fay.s Having fallen asleep, Lancelot is
SThat Lancelot falls asleep (a curious, perhaps
unexpected, first step into adventure) before he is
imprisoned may indicate his own role in his own
imprisonment. For if he had remained awake and actively
seeking adventure, he might not have fallen prey to Morgan's
enchantment. Janet Jesmok asserts: "In his sleeping state,
Lancelot . . . again becomes the vulnerable prisoner" (320).
His first prison episode is marked by his method of
passively seeking adventure: by falling asleep, Lancelot
invites others (trouble) to pursue him. In fact, a knight of
such prowess as he is often cannot be captured otherwise. In
some ways, this is an even greater show of knighthood (than
chasing after adventure) for it not only creates the
possibility of even more danger (as here he is abducted),
but it illustrates the extent to which Lancelot is
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captured by Morgan and the three queens and transported to
Morgan's castle: "they leyde hym uppon his shylde and bare
hym so on horsebak b~twyxte two knyghtes, and brought hym
unto the Castell Charyot; and there they leyde hym in a
chambir colde.. . " (151, 31-34). Though Morgan must cast
an enchantment (which I will later discuss as a type of
figurative prison) over Lancelot in order to be able to
imprison him, Malory emphasizes Lancelot's physical trap
here. Like Trystram before in Darras' dungeon, Lancelot
suffers notably in Morgan's chamber: he declares he is
"[t]ruly... never so ylle" (152, 27) as he passes the
night "withoute ony comforte" (151, 44). Again, Malory
evokes the greatest sympathy for the tormented prisoner.
The four queens explain Lancelot's situation to him: "thou
must undirstonde thou art oure presonere. . Now chose
one of us, whyche that thou wolte have to thy paramour,
other ellys to dye in this preson" (152, 3-13). Lancelot,
of course, makes no such choice; he would rather die in
prison than forego his loyalty to Queen Gwenyvere. But what
is most significant, for the moment, is the extent of his
literal prison: he is locked deeply in Morgan's castle and
the castle itself is hidden deep in the woods. When the
maiden helps him to escape, "she brought hym oute of twelve
lockys" (153, 14, emphasis added). Moreover, once Lancelot
confident--it boldly declares Lancelot's greatness. still,
the reader might not expect that a knight begin his
adventures by opting to fall asleep.
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secures his horse, Malory reveals: "And so he rode into a
grete foreste all that day, and never coude fynde no
hygheway" (153, 18-19). And Morgan requires, as she casts
her spell over Lancelot, "that he shall nat awake of all
this seven owres" (151, 26-27). That even Morgan, an
enchantress, needs time to carry Lancelot to her castle
indicates the degree to which it is buried in the woods. We
will see this first prison experience, Morgan's double
imprisonment of Lancelot--first the locks, then the forest--
result in further traps for Lancelot as the tale proceeds.
Of roughly eleven episodes in the tale, two are
characterized by physical traps. As if Malory were framing
the tale with episodes in which Lancelot is bound by literal
prisons, the prison of Morgan's castle begins the tale while
the trap of Phelot's tree occurs near its closure.
Moreover, Lancelot's escape from Morgan's literal prison
parallels Lancelot's later success with Phelot's trap; one
balances the other in that the former presents Lancelot with
a maiden to aid him, and the latter involves a treacherous
woman. Though the tree cannot be labelled an actual prison
because it has no stone walls, it functions in the same way
for it presents Lancelot with similar limitations. The
height of the tree matches the depth of Morgan's dungeon.
However, where in Morgan's prison, Lancelot requires the aid
of a damsel to effect his escape, Lancelot masters Phelot's
tree independently. Malory suggests Lancelot's ability to
18
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deal with such enclosures (and their owners) has improved,
though the tree is not as significant a "prison." In the
same way Lancelot does not suspect his impending
imprisonment by Morgan, he does not expect betrayal by Sir
Phelot's wife. Believing he has been fairly called upon to
help Phelot's wife retrieve her hawk, he lets her guide him
into the trap Phelot has set:
And therewith sir Launcelot alyght and tyed his
horse to the same tre, and pryde the lady to
onarme hym. And so whan he was unarmed he put of
all his clothis unto his shurte and his breche,
and with myght and grete force he clambe up to the
faucon and tyed the lunes to a grete rotyn boysh,
and threwe the hauke downe with the buysh. (169,
37-41) .
Phelot suddenly appears, and Malory cleverly juxtaposes
Phelot's "naked swerde in his honde" with Lancelot's
condition as "a nakyd man" (169, 44; 170, 8). However,
Lancelot saves himself by carefully assessing what his
situation demands of him; he can get out of the tree, the
enclosure, and kill the traitor who has trapped him by it.
Moreover, he not only maneuvers himself but fights quite
skillfully from his awkward position and makes a spectacular
leap over his horse from the tree:
And therewith he wayted above hym and undir hym,
and over hym above his hede he sawe a rowgh spyke,
a bygge bowghe leveles. And therewith he brake hit
of by the body, and than he com lowar, and awayted
how his owne horse stoode, and sUddenyly he lepe
on the farther syde of his horse froward the
knyght. And than sir Phelot laysshed at hym egerly
to have slayne hym, but sir Launcelot put away the
stroke with the rowgh spyke, and therewith toke
hym on the hede, that downe he felle in a sowghe
to the grounde. (170, 18-25)
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Perhaps because this is a trap Lancelot gets himself into,
he can better negotiate his escape. (Where Morgan imprisons
Lancelot, a maiden helps him escape.) This second to last
episode is one where Lancelot reacts well to both the
"prison" and the one who imprisons; he kills the shameful
Phelot, and he escapes the tree, the literal trap,
triumphantly.
This episode may recall for the reader Malory's own
"dramatic escapes" from prison--swimming the moat and
employing a "variety of deadly weapons"--of which Vinaver
writes. Malory invests Lancelot with a similar ingenuity.
In each case, whether entrapped by Morgan or Phelot,
Lancelot reacts humanly and as Malory might have: he is
burdened by great sorrow and angered by treason
respectively. Through Lancelot, we get a sense of Malory's
irritation with his own imprisonments. Any form of
imprisonment is unfair, though a knight's adventures require
it. Consequently, Malory continually asks for mercy for
both the "knyght presoner" about whom he writes (Lancelot
often "thanked God that he had escaped that harde
adventure") and for himself (170, 34). Although Malory's
primary goal in writing the brief explicits at the end of
each tale and often between sections of tales is to secure
his good grace in the eyes of God, the reader should not
overlook the inclusion of Malory's recognition of himself as
a knight prisoner in his summary at the end of the first
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book. God's grace and the reader's role in his attaining
that blessing are inarguably foremost in Malory's mind, as
evidenced by the repetition of his appeals. His message at
the end of "The Tale of Sir Gareth of Orkney" is written
with the strength of a prayer: "And I pray you all that
redyth this tale to pray for hym that this wrote, that God
sende hym good delyveraunce sone and hastely. Amen" (226,
11-13). Malory seems genuinely concerned with the state of
both his soul and body. When he is not summarizing events,
he is pleading for mercy: "Have on thy knyght mercy" (511,
10-11). This plea for "good delyveraunce" is repeated in
his explicits, most notably in the explicit that ends the
last tale of the book, "The Most Piteous Tale of the Morte
Arthur Saunz Guerdon," perhaps because "[i]t was during
[his] last imprisonment,probably his longest, that he
completed what he himself described as 'the whole book of
King Arthur and of his noble knights of the Round Table'"
(Vinaver, vi). Though Malory does not refer to it again,
the fact that he purposely draws the reader's attention to
his standing as a knight prisoner at the end of the first
book (as opposed to the second, fifth or last) indicates
that he intends to inform the way we will read his tales
and, I would argue, "The Tale of Lancelot" in particular.
Malory emphasizes that he is a knight throughout the Works,
and one inevitable part of being a knight is being a
prisoner in a literal prison. Moreover, just as Malory
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presents different methods of escaping from those physical
entrapments (by force, by winning a verbal battle, through
,
the aid of a maiden, or by physical prowess), he depicts the






Malory's inclusion of various literal prisons (from
Morgan's Castle Charyot to Sir Phelot's tree) in "The Tale
of Lancelot" speaks to the kind of figurative prisons in
which Lancelot continually finds himself. Lancelot is not
only trapped by chamber walls and tall trees, he is further
challenged by enchantments. Early in the tale, Malory
foreshadows the difficulty Lancelot will have when he faces
enchantment: "at no tyme was he ovircom but yf hit were by
treson other inchauntement" (149, 8-9). Sir Phelot and his
wife trap Lancelot through their treachery (their "treson"),
but they cannot hold him the wayan enchantress (like
Morgan) can. Phelot's plot can surprise Lancelot, however,
in the same way enchantment does. In some ways, the
enchantment limits Lancelot even more than the literal
prison because it is a type of trap which he cannot
comprehend. While it may not operate directly on his
physical freedom (by putting him in a tree), he is often
constricted mentally under the enchantment; he is, in
effect, spellbound. Ultimately, Lancelot escapes the
figurative prison of enchantment despite the fact that it
presents a greater challenge to him; by the end of the tale,
for example, we see Lancelot expertly handle Hallewes, the
second enchantress who confronts him, In this tale, Malory
uses enchantment to both show Lancelot's growing
understanding of the nature of women and to begin to
introduce to the reader Lancelot's relationship with
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Gwenyvere. In turn, both of these contribute to our
understanding of Lancelot's growth as a knight.
While Lancelot does not conciously experience the
effects of the first enchantment by which he is bound, it is
the most significant. The clearest example of enchantment
as imprisonment involves Morgan Ie Fay, the same opening
episode which falls under the category of literal prison as
well. It is notable that Lancelot's first prison episode
occurs as the first episode in the tale and that in it
Malory subjects Lancelot to a double imprisonment (by
enchantment and then by chamber walls), for it tells us that
Malory especially intends to have Lancelot suffer
imprisonment. It is almost as if Malory himself dares
Lancelot to escape, and when Lancelot does, he is that much
more triumphant. Already ~sleep, Lancelot is easy prey for
the four queens to practice their craft upon him. Morgan
declares:
We shall nat stryve ... I shall put an inchauntement
uppon hym that 'he shall nat awake of all this
seven owres, and than I woll lede hym away unto my
castell. And whan he is surely within my holde, I
shall take the inchauntement from hym, and than
lette hym chose whych of us he woll have unto
peramour. (151, 25-31)
In order to avoid having to exert themselves and in order
that they guarantee themselves success, Morgan, on behalf of
the queens, casts an enchantment over Lancelot. His
imprisonment might not have been possible otherwise, and
once he is held by the chamber walls, the spell is no longer
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necessary. This figurative prison not only confines
Lancelot because he is unable to act against it (indeed,
unaware of it) but it facilitates his delivery to a literal
one. On its own, the enchantment perplexes Lancelot; it
affects the way he thinks. When the damsel who eventually
provides his freedom asks him "what chere," Lancelot conveys
both his bewilderment and his uneasiness: "'I can not sey,
fayre damesel . . . for I wote not howe I corn into this
castell but hit be by inchauntemente"' (151, 38-39).
Together with the literal confinement in Morgan's castle,
however, the enchantment renders him "never so ylle."
Perhaps because of this intial episode, Lancelot
exhibits greater control when he faces an enchantress for
the second time in the tale: "Hallewes the Sorseres, lady
of the castell Nygurmous" (168, 42). One may not appreciate
this episode as an actual enchantment because Lancelot never
succumbs to Hallewes' trickery. Nevertheless, Lancelot
deals here with a potential figurative prison; Hallewes
tries with all her might to lure Lancelot. Her failure may
be blamed on Lancelot's previous exposure to enchantment and
his steadfast loyalty to Gwenyvere. In addition, Lancelot
shows that he is developing a keen ability to recognize
trickery, for he does not hesitate to refuse Hallewes'
orders. He is never fooled by Hallewes even as she tests
him twice: first, she orders him to "leve that swerde
behynde the" as he leaves the Chapel Perilous (168, 16);
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then, she "requyre[s]" him to kiss her "but onys" (168, 22-
'.
23). Had Lancelot left the sword, he would have never seen
Queen Gwenyvere again, and had he kissed Hallewes, "his lyff
dayes had be done" (168, 25-26). Lancelot succeeds in
avoiding the enchantment, and his reward is her full
confession:
And, sir Launcelot, now I telle the: I have loved
the this seven yere, [but] there may be no woman
have thy love but quene Gwenyvere; and sytthen I
myght nat rejoyse the nother thy body on lyve, I
had kepte no more joy in this worlde but to have
thy body dede. Than wolde I have bawmed hit and
sered hit, and so to have kepte hit my lyve dayes;
and dayly I sholde have clypped the and kyssed
the, dispyte of quene Gwenyvere. (168, 30-36)
Equally bewildered by Hallewes' declaration of her perverse
love (as he is by regaining consciousness not under the
apple tree but in Morgan's dank castle), Lancelot reflects
his awareness of Hallewes' strange devotion by immediately
departing from her: "'Ye sey well,' seyde sir Launcelot,
'Jesu preserve me frome your subtyle crauftys! I And
therewithall he toke his horse and so departed frome hir"
(168, 36-38). Though he is perplexed by his encounter with
Hallewes, Lancelot reacts quickly: he will not leave the
sword, he will not kiss her, and he will leave her. That he
believes his choices to be obvious ones ("Than were I a
foole and wolde I leve this swerde") highlights his
expertise in handling Hallewes' attempts at enchantment here
(168,21).
Readers can better assess Lancelot's character as he
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travels from one successful enchantment to one failed
attempt at trickery. In each case, it is Lancelot's
response to each situation which is important because it
reflects his own growth, though Lancelot still retains a
certain naivete. In presenting the prison episodes in the
tale in a list-like fashion, Malory highlights Lancelot's
individual character and not the action which motivates him.
The various prison episodes remain vital, of course, but the
emphasis is on the nature of Lancelot's response to them--
and the way any change in response reveals his own growth in
understanding. In part, the false way Morgan and Hallewes
practice upon him warrant his being uncomfortable with the
fact that his knightly prowess cannot prevent the
intervention of an enchantment. He can only look to the
help of God ("Jesu preserve me. 1") to protect him from
falling prey to any. His steadfast loyalty throughout the
tale, however, counteracts that naivete; in all, he rejects
the enchantresses, and readers then corne to expect that of
him in order that he hold their interest. Lancelot's
character, his name in fact, carries with it a multitude of
features. Indeed, Derek Brewer suggests:
In considering Lancelot we must recognize that we
are dealing with a figure in traditional
literature, whose story exists before the named
character, whose adventures are recounted by
numerous different authors, in works which develop
out of each other, with mUltiple similarities and
variations. (26)
The Lancelot figures of this traditional literature are
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presented in various episodes, performing various acts of
chivalry and rescuing both themselves and others from
various perilous situations. In view of this kind of
repetition or listing, Malory's Lancelot is presented
paratactically; accordingly, Brewer finds Lancelot is "not
interesting as a character" for:
. . . this is not the kind of narrative in which
character motivates actions to specific
ends.... the core of the narration is the
action, not the characters to whom it may be
attributed. (47)
That is, the acts of chivalry and the rescues are attractive
not for the character who achieves these deeds, but for the
act itself. In Malory's "Tale of Lancelot," however,
Lancelot's character speaks to his actions; that Lancelot is
known as a particularly chivalric and influential knight
governs not only the way other characters respond to him
(like Morgan and Hallewes who covet him) but the way we read
his actions. The imprisonment (the action) itself is
central, but the way Lancelot (the specific character) deals
with the imprisonment absorbs the reader in a tale otherwise
limited to a series of less meaningful episodes.
Furthermore, imprisonment (the action) characterizes
Lancelot (the character); we cannot isolate one from the
other. His swift reaction to Hallewes compensates for his
inability to react fully to Morgan (because she has him
literally confined where Hallewes does not), though he does
reject the ultimatum Morgan presents to him.
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If in Chretien, Brewer contends, we "recognize a vein
of extravagance" in the portrayal of Lancelot, in Malory we
have the opposite: a tight control over the text leading to
a reduction of story, of character (32). Malory's is a lean
Lancelot. It is notable that "Malory cuts out, along with
much else, all reference to Lancelot's magical and
mysterious origins" (Brewer 39). Perhaps Malory makes this
change in order that Lancelot's entrapment through magic or
enchantment be more believable; if Lancelot understood
magic, and the relationship between magic and his origins,
then he might not be as overwhelmed by enchantment as he is
in this tale. The shock of having fallen prey to an
enchantment (again, Lancelot is "never so ylle" as he is
alone in Morgan Ie Fay's prison chamber) might not be as
meaningful to Lancelot.
In addition, Lancelot might have reacted differently to
accusations by the damsel that Queen Gwenyvere (playing
-something of an enchantress) has cast a spell of love over
him (160, 34-45). When Brewer discusses Lancelot's response
to the damsel who proposes this, he wonders whether
Lancelot, a character just beginning to learn the forms and
consequences of enchantment at this point, can react in any
other way. Lancelot avoids mentioning Gwenyvere, and
declares that the role of paramour is undesirable "in
prencipall" (161, 5). Brewer understands: "A gentleman is
honor-bound to tell a lie if it is needed to protect a
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lady's honor" (43). Even if Lancelot believes he is under
Gwenyvere's spell, he cannot admit to being her lover
(though at this point his love seems to be only an ideal
one). Lancelot's answer can only be a "downright lie,"
though it may be better appreciated as, rather, a way around
the truth. Malory establishes, here, that Lancelot's love
for Gwenyvere (her "spell" over him) is a kind of prison and
one Lancelot is not fully aware of. For it informs and
restricts his responses to questions surrounding her in the
way Morgan's dungeon restrains him. Moreover, it is
reasonable that Lancelot skirts the issue of adultery both
because he surely would not admit such an alliance and
because it may reveal that he does not yet fUlly grasp the
power of the love Gwenyvere elicits from him. Though the
word is never applied to her, it is assumed that Gwenyvere
is Lancelot's paramour (the same paramour he refuses "in
principall"). In any case, Brewer is convinced that Malory
is concerned with playing down the sexuality between
Lancelot and Gwenyvere (whether it does or does not exist at
this point) that a reader might bring to the tale:
Malory at this stage, while keeping Lancelot's
relationship with the Queen in view, wishes to
make it as decent as possible; would prefer, like
Arthur himself, who is the real center of Malory's
work, not to notice at all; and only notices it
when it is forced upon him by public witness. (45)
While Malory may not be concentrating on the relationship,
however, it is, ultimately, his decision to bring up the
idea at this point; for he creates the "public witness" to
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begin with. It is plausible, then, that Lancelot is not
avoiding the sUbject of Queen Gwenyvere and the evidence of
a possible relationship with her--Malory is. Nevertheless,
Malory's mention of it warrants our attention--particularly
where the figurative prison of enchantment is concerned.
However nonessential the relationship may seem to
Malory's Book Three, R. M. Lumiansky nevertheless maintains
that to unify the plot-line of Lancelot's activities, Malory
makes five specific allusions to the Lancelot-Gwenyvere
relationship. It is notable, futhermore, that the two most
significant allusions involve the figurative prison of
enchantment. The first and second of these are rather
nondescript in Lumiansky's eyes:
It would seem that Malory has used both the
opening reference to the Lancelot-Guenevere
relationship and Lancelot's ordering a number of
the conquered knights to yield to the Queen at the
concluding assembly as a chief unifying device for
his 'Tale of Lancelot.' (94)
While these first two references are relatively innocent,
the heart of the matter, for Lumiansky, is that Malory on
three more occasions refers specifically to Lancelot's love
for Gwenyvere. Briefly, the four queens insist Lancelot
"shalt hir love lose for ever" which, of course, implies
that he not only has Gwenyvere's love, but that theirs is a
love to be jealous of (152, 8). The damsel who leads
Lancelot into two of his adventures --first with Sir Tarquin
and then with Sir Peris de Forest Savage-- comments on




rumored attachment to Gwenyvere). And, finally, Hallewes
dies of love for Lancelot when she realizes that she cannot
have him alive to herself and when he saves himself from
death (and thus from her obsession with him) by denying her
requests. Hence, Lumiansky sees the beginning of a pattern
of real importance to the Morte D'Arthur as a whole: the
adulterous relationship. His study is also useful, though,
because inherent to that device (addressing the roots of the
Lancelot-Gwenyvere relationship) is Malory's use of prison
imagery; that is, prisons, primarily figurative here,
contribute to what we understand of the relationship between
Lancelot and the Queen. Except for the damsel,
enchantresses accuse Lancelot of loving the queen while they
have him "within [their] holde" (151, 28). But the damsel,
too, can claim a certain influence over Lancelot--enough to
submit a bold allegation. Perhaps Malory understands that a
prison (even if a figurative one) .is a likely place in which
to be persuaded because one is already 'trapped in some sense
and may succumb more easily. In Lancelot's case, however,
though he suffers the indictments of both the damsel and the
enchantresses, he never varies in his response; feigning
disinterest, he firmly maintains both that he is innocent
and that Gwenyvere is "the treweste lady unto hir lorde
lyvynge" (152, 19-20).
To be able to send prisoners to Queen Gwenyvere,
Lancelot must in fact capture --or re-capture-- knights, and
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his doing so often depends upon his success at breaking free
from the prison in which he himself is located. In order to
release the prisoners (including his own brothers) at sir
Tarquin's castle, for example, Lancelot must fight sir
Tarquin; but before he can, he must be rescued himself from
Morgan's enchantment and the "chambir colde" in her Castle
Charyot. (Here, we see the same sequence of events which
becomes more clearly evident in liThe Book of Sir Tristram. lI )
Likewise, Lancelot must take prisoners himself in order to
be able to send them to the queen (thereby reinforcing the
existence of a relationship between them). As Lumiansky
notes, his triumphs are inspired by his desire for the
Queen's approval:
Lancelot loves the Queen, and he orders the
individuals he conquers to report to her in order
to show her that he performs such feats for her
sake .. . " (95)
In sending those he defeats to be prisoners of the queen, he
metaphorically delivers a part of himself to her; he sends a
representation not only of his knightly prowess (his ability
to deal with impediments, entrapments, and especially
enchantments, each a type of prison) but of the love he
holds for her which motivates him, at least in part, to
accomplish those feats.
That Malory had the pre-adulterous relationship between
Lancelot and Gwenyvere in mind when he approached liThe Tale
of Lancelot" seems clear to Lumiansky:
. Malory chose in the "Tale of Lancelot" to
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change the adultery between Lancelot and
Guenevere, which he found clearly stated in the
Old French prose Lancelot, to a view of these two
characters preceding the commencement of the
adulterous relationship. (95-96)
That Malory employed prison imagery in order to hint at that
pre-adulterous state of the relationship is also apparent
because of the fact that the five references Lumiansky .
points out include enchantment (the four queens), trickery
(Hallewes), and specific imprisonment (those Lancelot sends
to report to Gwenyvere). In any case, Lumiansky asserts
that Malory is not directly concerned with adultery in this
tale. Instead, Malory wishes to provide background
pertaining to the relationship between Lancelot and
Gwenyvere in order that the adultery made more real later is
that much more significant to the reader. Likewise, Malory
introduces the types of figurative prisons from which
Lancelot must free himself and his method of doing so as a
means of foreshadowing the difficulties to come. 6
6Lancelot's adventures here provide a context not only
for Sir Tristram's later in the Morte but for his own. For
Lancelot will have to face many more trials as the story
continues. In "The Knight of the Cart" section of "The Book
of Sir Launcelot and Queen Guinevere," for instance, Malory
depicts the trap door Lancelot falls through while touring
Sir Mellyagaunce's castle with him: "And than they wente
togydir frome chambir to chambir, for sir Launcelot drad no
perellis: for ever a man of worshyp and of proues dredis buy
lytyll of perels, for they wene that every man be as they
bene. But ever he that fareth with treson puttyth oftyn a
trew man in grete daungere. And so hit befelle uppon sir
Launcelot that no perell dred: as he wente with sir
Mellyagaunce he trade on a trappe, and the burde rolled, and
there sir Launcelot felle downe more than ten fadom into a
cave full off strawe" (659, 36-44).
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Investigating this method (or, in fact, the various
methods) Lancelot employs when coping with prison situations
is one way to determine how perfect Lancelot actually is.
Albert E. Hartung's examination of the nature of knightly
perfection underscores the importance of ascertaining
exactly what Malory thought of perfection (as exemplified in
his portrayal of Lancelot in Book Three) before readers make
a claim they feel is evident:
Merely to say that Lancelot is a model of
perfection is not enough, for there are a great
many possibilities in perfection. The crucial
question in ["The Tale of Sir Lancelot"J is to
determine what distinctive traits of character
constituted perfection in Malory's eyes. (253)
Hartung believes that Lancelot's exhibition of self-control
and his capacity for just and humane responses help build
him as perfect. If we look at Lancelot's character,
particularly when he has discovered the figurative prison in
which he is trapped, we will see more clearly how this
operates.
Throughout his article, Hartung emphasizes that Malory
is "making careful adjustments" to his sources. For
example, Malory's Lancelot, when abducted by Morgan le Fay
and the three queens who "know the well that thou art sir
Launcelot du Lake," is faced with the ultimatum of choosing
one queen as a paramour or dying in prison (152, 4-5). In
Malory's source, the prose Lancelot, however, as Hartung
illustrates, the queens are much more harsh. They do not
recognize Lancelot, and they threaten their prisoner with
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revenge (perhaps because of their ignorance as to his
person).7 In addition to eliminating the queens' ignorance
of the identity of their prisoner, Hartung indicates:
Malory cancels . . . the threat of revenge because
he omits the events in the source which would make
it meaningful--the renewal of Morgan's threat when
she knows later that her prisoner was Lancelot
. . . and the fulfillment of it when she imprisons
Lancelot for a year and a half. (256)
What is of particular interest here is that in the source,
Lancelot is apparently imprisoned for an extended period of
time. In Malory, Lancelot escapes not only Morgan's prison,
but all others as well--and within a relatively short amount
of time after being captured. This emphasizes his skill at
freeing himself (though he requires the help of a damsel in
Morgan's prison) and contributes to the character of his
perfection. Indeed, Lancelot escapes with considerable
ease, especially here from supernatural queens who might
have exerted more control over him; there is no mention that
the damsel has difficulty in helping Lancelot. When
Lancelot faces both Morgan and Hallewes, he responds as a
perfect knight would: he declares his loyalty to Queen
Gwenyvere and King Arthur, he makes a statement reinforcing
Gwenyvere's virtues, he challenges each enchantress to break
,
his will, and he either seems to accept his imprisonment (or
death--when faced with Morgan's ultimatum) or makes a hasty
but polite departure (when confronted by Hallewes) .
7See Hartung's thorough analysis of this comparison,
pp. 256-257.
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Lancelot gains strength under the pressure of the
enchantresses, for it forces him to be that much more
emphatic about his loyalty. Ultimately, his perfection in
knighthood wins him deliverance from the enchantresses. 8
critics have found it significant in recent years that
Lancelot is sUbjected to enchantments by women, though they
differ on the kinds of responses women (enchantresses, in
particular) elicit from him. Janet Jesmok, for example,
interprets Lancelot's behavior as inappropriate in that he
fears women. Jesmok studies Lancelot's relationships with
various women in the tale and concludes that Lancelot is
often unable to respond well in their presence; she
perceives, for example, that Lancelot "fears the sorceress
for she can deaden a man's will" (318). If Lancelot does
not respond well to women, however, it is more likely a
result of the trickery with which they manipulate him than
the nature of their sex. Lancelot has a better
understanding of women than he does of both the enchantments
they often practice and their ability to "deaden" his will.
He is especially fearful of being forced to accept one of
the queens as his paramour against his will, "magre myne
hede" (152, 16). But it is the deadening of his will and
8It is significant that his own perfection often
influences the maidens to help him, though we will see later
that they do so only as part of a bargain (he must promise
to aid them in return). Ultimately, it is Lancelot's
perfection that leads to his freedom, but the role the
maidens play should not be underestimated.
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not the woman which most disturbs him, for when Pedyvere
later declares to Lancelot he will slay his wife "magre
thyne hede," Lancelot replies with a firm, "That shall ye
nat" (171, 2-3). His rebuttal, here, indicates that he has
learned from the previous challenge to his will made by the
four queens. A similar challenge to Lancelot's will is
manifest in both male and female characters in the tale;
this illustrates that it is not the sex of character but the
bold action (often enchantment) made by the character which
initially concerns Lancelot.
The queens, as women and not enchantresses, are
intimidating to Lancelot because an alliance with either of
them would threaten his knighthood: Jesmok elucidates
Lancelot's notion "that love of paramours results in a loss
of knightly worship" (319). If Lancelot were to succumb to
marriage with any woman, in fact, he "muste couche with hir
and leve armys and turnamentis, batellys and ,adventures"
(161, 3-4). But the four queens become doubly threatening
to Lancelot when he recognizes their ability to trick him--
even transport him through the woods without his knowing it.
They are distinct because they have this power; they are
enchantresses--and not simply women--to Lancelot. Though
Lancelot views the four queens separately from Gwenyvere,
Jesmok sees certain similarities:
First, all the women have queenship, and the power
derived from this position, in common. Lancelot
chafes under the queens' power, but cannot imagine
Guenevere exerting this sort of queenly power over
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him. (319)
In all actuality, Gwenyvere has a greater hold on him.
Because she "had hym in grete favoure aboven all other
knyghtis . . . so he loved the quene agayne aboven all other
ladyes dayes of his lyff" (149, 12-14). Jesmok explains a
key connection between the four queens and Gwenyvere:
\
"[they] are linked through the motif of enchantment" (319).
Gwenyvere is not a sorceress, but her power over Lancelot is
like that of one who casts enchantments. The maiden who
sends Lancelot into battle with Sir Tarquin and Sir Peris
explicitly refers to Gwenyvere as an enchantress when she
complains that Lancelot is a "knyght wyveles":
But hit is noysed that ye love quene Gwenyvere,
and that she hath ordeyned by enchauntemente
that ye shall never love none other but hir,
nother none other damesell ne lady shall rejoyce
you. (160, 40-43, emphasis added)
Gwenyvere's enchantment, the maiden calculates, has caused
Lancelot's love, and it has equal power over a knight like
Lancelot. The maiden further implies that Gwenyvere has
devised the circumstance of Lancelot's devotion: she has
usurped his ability to love another woman. While in a
literal sense, this is erroneous (Gwenyvere never casts a
spell as the four queens do), Jesmok sees that
"metaphorically, nothing could be truer" (319). Indeed,
Gwenyvere's influence over Lancelot is subtle, and she
creates a kind of prison for him as well. By first
esteeming him more than she does other knights, she compels
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him to love her; and, more importantly, she succeeds where
the four queens and Hallewes fail.
In Book Three, the young Lancelot demonstrates clearly
his ability to overcome both enchantresses and the
situations in which the enchantments they cast (or attempt
to cast) place him. When he cannot respond physically to
Morgan (by freeing himself), he accepts his situation; it is
out of the question that he betray Gwenyvere--either by
admitting that their relationship exists or by denying that
she is a faithful queen. Mentally, Morgan is no match for
Lancelot; he proves his ability to endure the mental prison
of an enchantment by refusing to chose one of the queens for
a paramour. When Lancelot can respond actively to an
enchantress, he does so effectively. Hallewes does not trap
him physically; still, he suffers her trickery, having grown
increasingly aware of a sorceress' power to manipulate
knights. Her spells have no influence on Lancelot, her
twisted devotion no effect except to baffle him as to the
reason for its existence. The figurative prison of
enchantment fails to truly imprison Lancelot, then, though
the literal prison in which it may situate him confines him.
In fact, the only spell he cannot break is the love Queen
Gwenyvere evokes in him. That, however, is a spell that
becomes part of his knighthood, motivates him to achieve
perfection (though it simultaneously prevents it). The same
oath of knighthood he takes both leads to these figurative
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prisons and enables him to resist being affected by them:
he sUbjects himself to enchantment by pursuing the
adventures he undertakes in the tale in order to establish
himself as a great knight, and he withstands the
enchantment--and the enchantress--as a result of both his





Interestingly, Lancelot is caught by another type of
figurative prison, but it is one which he invites:
obligation. Like the enchantresses, the maidens in the tale
who aid Lancelot also have a certain hold over him; their
method of "imprisoning" or "trapping" him is by forcing him
to commit himself to their petitions. Though they do not
ask for what they cannot rightly request of Lancelot (while
Morgan and Hallewes require that he love them), the promises
they evoke from him bind him in a similar way. Because he
is the greatest and most chivalric knight, he cannot deny
them--nor would he want to. He becomes, then, beholden to
them for various reasons. It is essential that Lancelot
experience this figurative imprisonment, however, because of
the knowledge he gains from it. Not only does he become
more aware of the relationship he is expected, as a knight,
to maintain with various maidens and damsels 10ne where his
knightly courtesy dictates that he must aid them wherever
possible), but, in doing so, he gains an increased
understanding of women; he encounters several types of women
in his adventures with figurative prisons (from
enchantresses to maidens), and together they teach Lancelot
about both himself and themselves. The obligations he must
repeatedly fulfill function, in effect, to liberate
Lancelot. Thus, the "prison," here, is a vital one as it
contributes to Lancelot's depiction as a "trewe" knight:
first, he holds true to Arthur's oath of knighthood; second,
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that preliminary oath requires that he serve the maidens;
and third, in doing so, he undergoes a growth in
understanding.
In part, the reader may assess Lancelot's greatness by
his ability to follow the Arthurian chivalric code
established at the end of the "Torre and Pelinore" section
of Book one, "The Tale of King Arthur." All the knights of
the Round Table are sworn to behaving with great physical
prowess and consummate courtesy. Arthur charges them:
... never to do outerage nothir mourthir, and
allwayes to fIe treson, and to gyff mercy unto hym
that askith mercy ... and allwayes to do ladyes,
damesels, and jantilwomen and wydowes [socour:]
strengthe hem in hir ryghtes, and never to enforce
them, uppon payne of dethe. Also, that no man take
no batayles in a wrongefull quarell for no love ne
for no worldis goodis. (75, 38-45)
It is significant that women figure substantially in
Arthur's code; of the four he mentions ("ladyes, damesels,
and jantilwomen and wydowes"), three (all but widow) will
appeal to the young Lancelot in this tale. Lancelot takes
Arthur's decree to heart; he binds himself to it, and he
seeks to test his chivalry, as both a fighter and a lover,
through the pursuit of numerous conflicts and tournaments.
In Lancelot's case, these episodes entail surviving
innumerable and seemingly desultory adventures, many of
which involve the figurative prison of obligation.
Malory's inclusion of the last episode in "The Tale of
Lancelot," wherein sir Pedyvere defies Lancelot after he
gains his trust, reinforces the extent to which Lancelot
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takes the practice of oath-making seriously. Pedyvere
functions as a kind of foil to Lancelot, for he breaks the
oath he makes to Lancelot both purposefully and without
hesitation; by contrast, Lancelot is determined to remain
unfailingly loyal to Arthur (and to Gwenyvere). Having just
dealt with sir Phelot (and his literal trap) with
resolution, Lancelot turns to Pedyvere chasing his wife and
\"
intent upon killing her. Because Lancelot reacts so
effectively to Sir Phelot, the Pedyvere episode is one which
"would seem to require a similar response from Lancelot.
That it does not get one gives us our final insight into
Lancelot's character as Malory conceived of it" (Hartung
265) .
As in the Phelot episode, Lancelot must face similar
treachery from Pedyvere when he attempts to prevent him from
killing his wife. Though Pedyvere shows no sign of
respecting Lancelot ("What haste thou to do betwyxte me and
my wyff?"), Lancelot accepts the oath Pedyvere volunteers to
fulf ill: "Sir. in your syght I woll be ruled as ye
woll have me" (171, 1; 171, 15-16). However, Pedyvere's
oath is, from the start, intentionally false, for, as
Hartung points out, it is an "equivocal" one (267). When
Pedyvere makes Lancelot "turne hym and loke behynde hym," he
means for Lancelot more specifically to look away from
Pedyvere; thus, literally not in Lancelot's sight for the
moment, Pedyvere feels justified to "swap of" hls wife's
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head.
Unlike the Phelot episode, however, this treatment of
treachery lets its "traytoure" live; Lancelot is merciful
where he might have beheaded Pedyvere with as little
hesitation as he did Phelot. In fact, the reader may deem
Pedyvere a worse villain to Lancelot than Phelot because of
the success of his brutality and hold Lancelot at fault for
this irrational discrimination. Regardless, the fact that
this is Malory's own addition signifies Malory's choice to
show both another type of treachery for Lancelot to mark and
another way Lancelot controls it. The oath Pedyvere
counterfeits makes Lancelot feel confident. Hartung
believes: " . .. all that Lancelot can be accused of is a
reasonable lack of suspicion in the wording of an oath"
(267). Perhaps, when he receives Pedyvere's submission (in
the form of an oath Pedyvere is willing to make without
Lancelot having to encourage him), Lancelot relaxes; he
feels he may not have to go to such extremes as he did in
Phelot's tree--primarily because it does not occur to him
that Pedyvere might consider, let alone plan, breaking his
oath to Lancelot. For Lancelot's own oath to knighthood
dictates his whole way of life. Perhaps also, Lancelot sees
his own mistake and, subsequently, creates for Pedyvere the
severe task of performing a penance given by the Queen
instead of killing him. In fact, this punishment Lancelot
designates for Pedyvere (that he report to Gwenyvere and
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follow the penance she then designates) creates yet another
oath Pedyvere must this time follow. Gwenyvere explains the
penance she requires of Pedyvere, and "This oth he there
made and so departed" (172, 11, emphasis added). Regardless
of the details, Pedyvere's punishment, essentially, is to
keep an oath.
sir Pedyvere's wife plays a key role in the tale as do
all of the ladies and maidens Lancelot encounters. Though
their role is sometimes perceived as minor and though
Lancelot's response to them is sometimes interpreted as a
fearful one, I believe that we need to consider both the
seriousness with which Lancelot makes his oath to knighthood
and the obligation which that oath necessarily includes in
order to better understand the relationship between Lancelot
and these women. His perfection as a knight, at least in
part, is couched in his responses to the various females
which populate the tale. Jesmok asserts, however, that:
Jesmok
... although Lancelot is a consummate fighter,
his sexual innocence and ignorance of human nature
(especially feminine nature) cause him at times to
fall short of the perfection he demands of
himself .... Lancelot sometimes fails in
courtesy, especially when he is confronted by an
aggressive woman. (319)
does not explore, however, the degr~s of
aggressiveness female characters exhibit. The enchantresses
are undoubtedly aggressive, for example, as they demand his
devotion, but those maidens who require that they rule over
Lancelot are, to an extent, aggressive women as well:
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though they do not practice enchantments, these maidens
compel Lancelot to help them by demanding his assistance.
They are, in fact, equally assertive, and Lancelot
understands and complies with their conditions--and he never
"fails in courtesy" here. When Sir Pedyvere's wife first
"cryed on sir Launcelot and prayde hym to rescowe her," she
gets his attention (170,39-40). Lancelot begins to
interfere in the "myschyff" he sees (170, 41). However,
when Sir Pedyvere's wife explains her position (that her
husband believes fiercely in a betrayal that does not exist)
and then compels him to assist her, Lancelot responds
immediately. Pedyvere's wife pleads:
But, sir . . . as thou arte called the
worshypfullyest knyght of the worlde, I requyre
the of trewe knyghthode, kepe me and save me, for
whatsomever he sey he woll sle me, for he is
withoute mercy. (171, 10-13, emphasis added)
Pedyvere's wife has appealed to that which Lancelot must,
above all, live up to: his "trewe knyghthode." Moreover,
she is agressive in that she requires that he save her (in
the same way Morgan, an enchantress, demands he choose a
paramour among the four queens). A maiden, then, is not
necessarily less aggressive than an enchantress; she simply
makes requirements that Lancelot can and should fulfill. As
a result, Lancelot confirms that Pedyvere will not harm her:
"Have ye no doute: hit shalle nat lye in his power" (171,
14). Once she reinforces her need for help by requiring
that he save her, Lancelot is bound to attend Sir Pedyvere's
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wife.
Earlier in the tale, on four separate occasions,
Lancelot places himself in figurative "prisons" by
undertaking to fulfill the promises that four maidens
"required of him." The damsel who frees him from Morgan's
castle asks that Lancelot be ruled by her and honor his
promise to her t~ represent her father in the next
tournament: "but and ye woll be ruled by me I shall helpe
you oute of this dystresse, and ye shall have no shame nor
velony, so that ye wol<d~~[hold] my promyse" (152, 28-30).
Lancelot trades the literal prison (albeit the worse prison)
for the figurative one. Included in this first episode in
the tale, then, are not only a literal prison (Morgan's
chamber) and a figurative prison (Morgan's enchantment) but
an additional figurative prison (Lancelot's obligation to
Bagdemagus' daughter). Furthermore, the degree to which
Morgan's castle is buried in the woods inadvertently results
in Lancelot's having to make yet another promise. For the
injury Lancelot has done to Belleus, Belleus' lady requests
that Lancelot swear that he will make Belleus a knight of
the Round Table once she discovers his true identity:
sir . . . I require the, telle me what knyght thou
art. . . . now wolde ye promyse me of youre
curtesye, for the harmys that ye have done to me
and to my lorde, sir Belleus, that whan ye com
unto kyng Arthurs courte for to cause hym to be
made knyght of the Rounde Table? (154, 8-15)
Though her requirement loses some of its force because it is
phrased as a question, Belleus' lady is no less serious than
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Pedyvere's wife. She believes Lancelot must deliver. Had
Lancelot found a "hygheway"--had Morgan's castle not been so
secluded--he might have avoided both the humiliation he
suffers in Belleus' red pavilion and the subsequent promise
he feels obliged to make to Belleus' lady.
Additionally, the damsel who can lead him to Sir
Tarquin will do so provided that Lancelot vow to aid her in
her plight against Peris: "But whan ye have done that
journey, ye shall promyse me, as ye ar a trew knyght, for to
go and helpe me and other damesels that ar dystressed dayly
with a false knyght" (157, 2-4). Again, the damsel appeals
to Lancelot's knighthood; this repetition underscores the
idea that it is apparently acceptable for a maiden to
require the help of a knight--especially a knight as
magnificent as Lancelot (in the same way the enchantress'
repeated seductions reinforce their inappropriateness).
Finally, Sir Melyot's sister addresses Lancelot similarly:
"And now I requyre you of your knyghthode helpe my
brother. " (167, 14-15). She firmly believes that
Lancelot both can and will help Sir Melyot by travelling to
the Chapel Perilous to obtain the necessary sword and bloody
cloth because she believes he may "encheve that adventure.,,9
9 p. 167, line 32. Interestingly, Malory informs us
that Sir Melyot's sister, like Sir Belleus' lover, "knew hym
well." In both cases, the women seem to refer to Lancelot's
reputation as established. Or, perhaps, they know they must
be assertive in order to hold him to his word.
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In each case, Lancelot behaves as a "trewe" knight would:
he not only agrees to the promise but fights vigorously to
execute the services they solicit from him. 10 Jesmok
proposes that Lancelot deals successfully with them only
because they are weak: "Lancelot is adept at serving and
protecting women as long as they remain passive" (316). By
contrast, these women, operating within their own codes of
behavior, make demands upon Lancelot in the name of
knighthood and appeal to his sense of obligation; they
actually order him to behave as he does, and he serves each
as best he can.
In all, Lancelot succeeds ln adventures involving a
singular collection of women: assertive, though not
~
domineering women (Sir Pedyvere's wife, Bagdemagus'
daughter, Belleus' lady, the damsel who leads Lancelot to
Peris, Melyot's sister), subtle manipulators (Hallewes,
Phelot's wife, and perhaps Gwenyvere), outright manipulators
(the four queens). They are weak women, and they are
powerful women, but each places him in a figurative prison
(whether by enchantment or by obligation). In addition, his
repeated placement in the figurative prison of obligation as
he comes into contact with various maidens provides Lancelot
with a certain knowledge of the nature of women. In this
IOLancelot responds without delay to the four women I am
discussing here; he 1s neither ambivalent nor does he fail
to carry out the demand in a knightly fashion. He is not
"jolowse" and "withoute mercy" like Pedyvere (171, 8-13).
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way, the "prison" actually functions as a liberating
experience; not only is he not confined physically, but the
results of his obligation are both an increased
understanding of women and an opportunity to practice his
"trewe knyghthode" (171, 12). By the end of the tale, we
see Lancelot gaining a better understanding of women, not,
as Jesmok argues, becoming more afraid.
This understanding is manifest in the Phelot episode,
for once again a literal prison (Phelot's tree) includes a
method of trickery on the part of Phelot's wife which
masquerades as the figurative prison of obligation.
Lancelot's growing appreciation of the means by which women
calIon him to serve them may be measured by his hesitation
here. When Lance~ acosted by Phelot' s wife ("A,
Launcelot, Launcelot! as thow arte floure of all knyghtes,
helpe me to gete me my hauke; for and my hauke be lost my
lorde wolde destroy me... "), he hesitates before he
proceeds to recover the bird (169, 26-28). He asks for the
name of her husband (where this question has been
conspicuously absent before), and he offers no real reply--
where he has before, for instance, with Bagdemagus'
daughter: "I
~d knyght.
knowe your fadir well for a noble kyng and a
" (153, 3-4). Lancelot reacts oddly, it
seems, but partly because he hasn't been asked to simply
retrieve a lady's bird before; it is a seemingly
insignificant request, though it is made meaningful by the
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threat that is attached to it (that Phelot would kill
her) . II Lancelot tells Phelot' s wife that though "God
knoweth I am an evyll clymber, and the tre is passynge
hyghe, and fewe bowys to helpe me withall," he will do what
he can to get her hawk (169, 35-36, emphasis added). Thus,
Lancelot articulates three excuses, in effect, for
reconsidering whether he should aid the lady.
Moreover, Lancelot's manner of speech is not convincing
to begin with, when~he simply relates that he will oblige
her to maintain his reputation. Lancelot begins: "Welle,
syn that ye know my name and requyre me of knyghthode to
helpe. " (169, 33-34). For the first time, Lancelot
almost turns away from the task before him, and the episode
indicates that Phelot's wife knows how to manipulate him
despite the fact that he might look to hestitate. Lancelot
reveals that those who "requyre me of knyghthode to helpe"
shall be served. Where Jesmok might assert that Lancelot's
initial reluctance to help Phelot's wife is a sign of his
fear of women, I would argue that it is a token of his
growing familiarity with a woman's ability to deceive. Of
course, Lancelot still proceeds to help Phelot's wife
because that is the duty ordained to him by Arthur's Oath of
Knighthood. Lancelot is learning from women about types of
IIHartung notes: "Lancelot' s helpfulness to damsels is
not confined to saving them from robber knights and




prisons, types of traps (both verbal and supernatural).
Moreover, he is, at the same time, affirming his own desire
to fulfill the obligation he has to the women Arthur alludes
to in the oath he takes. The lesson, manifest in Book
Three, that Lancelot should be aware of all kinds of
treachery keeps repeating itself. Jesmok points out "he has
trusted where he should have been cautious" particularly
during the Pedyvere episode (329). The first episode
(Belleus) is marked by his overreaction and the last
(Pedyvere) by his lack of reaction. This apparent
vacillation informs Jesmok's appreciation of the negative
aspects of Lancelot's character and of the tale:
After all his adventures, he is still too innocent
to understand natures as vile as Pedivere's, as
perfidious as Phelot's wife's. Although Lancelot
has met Morgan le Fay, Hallewes, Peris, Phelot,
and others who should have fleshed out an image of
evil for him, he has refused to see: his
idealism, his inflexible belief in chivalry, and
his limited view of women have impaired his
vision. (329)
overall, however, that same vacillation in the tale shows
Lancelot learning to adjust his perceptions--particularly
where "prisons" are concerned. I would argue that
Lancelot's mishandling of Pedyvere's intentionally deceptive
oath, for instance, is atoned for when Lancelot sternly
administers an oath he will force Pedyvere to follow; and
Lancelot's helplessness while under Morgan's influence is
eventually cancelled by his supreme control during his
confrontation with Hallewes. From each figurative prison,
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Lancelot gains knowledge (of deception, of enchantments, of
the nature of women), and his methods of dealing with each
prison as the tale progresses demonstrates this learning
process. Moreover, Lancelot is never unable to help a
damsel (even if he cannot always help himself). Though
Lancelot is somewhat naive, he is a characteristically human
knight: he holds true to his obligations as best he can,
and he learns from his experiences.
If the opening episode involving Morgan's enchantment
and her cold chamber is meaningful because it serves as a
paradigm for sucessive prison events, it is equally
significant that Malory chose for the last episode in the
tale one which reinforces Lancelot's belief in the oath by
which he lives. The Pedyvere episode is distinct because it
is the only one where an oath is made--though it is not the
only episode where an oath is involved. Lancelot's oath of
knighthood is implicated in all the eptiodes throughout the
~
tale (and, in fact, the Morte) ; "it functions as an umbrella
under which the motivation behind all of Lancelot's actions
ultimately falls. It is important to realize, though, that
in the same way it is the enchantment and not the
enchantress that most concerns Lancelot, it is the
obligation and not the maiden or lady to whom he directs it
that is most vital to Lancelot. For he fulfills knightly
obligations to both sexes--he fights for Bagdemagus, and he
heals Sir Melyot .. Though he achieves a better understanding
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of women as he falls prey to the requirements they make of
him, Lancelot's greatest triumph is a greater understanding
of both himself and his oath to knighthood. Regardless,
then, of the sex of the individual who requests Lancelot's
assistance, Lancelot's response to the obligation is
universal as it is ingrained in him by his previous oath to
knighthood. Though women appear to petition him more
frequently (perhaps because they are emphasized by Arthur
when he establishes the oath), it is the obligation itself
which is momentous because it both stands as a figurative
prison for Lancelot and provides Lancelot with an
opportunity to test, to prove, and to assert his chivalric
perfection. The same "prison" of obligation that is at
first an image of confinement becomes a source of liberation
for Lancelot as his release from each prison (his ability to
fulfill each promise required of him) serves as testimony to
his growth as a knight. It is the oath he makes to Arthur
which first requires that he follow the obligations the
maidens then require, and by serving one (the maidens) to
fulfill the other (Arthur's mandatory oath), Lancelot truly
begins to establish himself in this tale as the greatest











Ultimately, Lancelot's actions dictate our responses.
The behavior Malory assigns to Lancelot relies heavily upon
the episode in which he is portrayed. When faced with the
prison walls (often prison "walls," those constraints
otherwise which take the place of literal walls), he jUdges
correctly whether or not to grant mercy to the creator of
the prison, how to mete out his punishments, how to maintain
control over the situation. As the prison changes, his
response changes, and this especially reflects his growth as
a knight. When we consider the sequence of the ten episodes
in the tale again, it becomes clear that Malory often has
Lancelot trade one prison for another. To escape the
literal prison of Morgan's Castle Charyot, for example,
Lancelot must make himself beholden to Bagdemagus' daughter.
Lancelot eludes Hallewes' trickery only to be confronted by
sir Phelot's wife's deception and the literal trap of Sir
Phelot's tree. Then, having just freed himself from near
death by Phelot and having been beguiled by Sir Phelot's
wife, Lancelot is called upon by Sir Pedyvere's wife who
/
requires him to aid her. More often than not, Lancelot
travels between the types of prisons, literal and figurative
(enchantment and obligation), as his adventures continue.
And his oath to knighthood motivates those adventures to
begin with.
Lancelot also learns how to dismiss those who are
obsessed with his virtues. Lancelot puts Hallewes'
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startling desire to possess Lancelot behind him, for
example, and he kills Phelot, a knight so obsessed with
finding him unarmed ("now I have founde the as I wolde") 1n
order that he might defeat Lancelot in combat that he will
even create a situation in which to pounce upon him (170,
1). That Lancelot conducts himself properly 1S of great
significance to Malory, as Hartung states:
It is not chivalry or knightly prowess on which
Malory concentrates in ["The Tale of Lancelot"],
but rather the question of what constitutes
propriety of behavior for a man who is both a
human being and a knight. Lancelot's achievement
of this propriety makes his later faIlings off
more profoundly moving. (268)
What Malory establishes here, then, is meant to resonate in
the reader's mind. Accordingly, if Lancelot achieves this
"propriety" in terms of his reactions to literal and
figurative prisons in~this tale, we might expect that he
does in future tales as well.
with all the extant versions of Lancelot, then,
. Malory comes late in time, a knight not a
clerk, probably one who had carried out, at least
in his own eyes, such deeds as had Lancelot,
writing in prison in a country on the margins of
European culture, in a literature which curiously
enough contains relatively little Arthurian story.
(Brewer 35)
Accordingly, Malory's "probable" prison experiences and his
undertaking to write the Morte while in prison relate to the
text he creates and the choices he makes when he deals with
his sources. Given that Malory characterizes himself as "a
knyght presoner" at the end of the very first tale in the
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Morte ("for this was drawn by a knyght presoner, sir Thomas
Malleorre, that God sende hym good recover"), it is no
surprise that Malory deals with the effects of prisons upon
those who are imprisoned (110, 11-12). Furthermore, this
motif can be traced throughout the Morte D'Arthur as we have
seen, for instance, in liThe Book of Sir Trystram de Lyones."
That Malory inserts various types of figurative prisons
in between concrete, literal representations indicates that
he means to keep Lancelot "bound" even when it does not
appear that he is. In liThe Tale of Lancelot," the reader
travels with Lancelot from episode to episode--from prison
to prison. This activity has significant implications for
the establishment of his character as a "trewe" knight. His
"perfection," which critics confuse with his idealism, is
better characterized as a feature that not only allows for
change but, in fact, promotes adaptability, flexibility, and
J
a tendency toward introspection. For Lancelot, a trusting
and innocent (innocent because he is not yet adulterous)
knight, must first be challenged by and then solve the
problems each prison episode constitutes. As the tale
proceeds, Lancelot's character forms before our eyes. His
ability to successfully escape the literal prison, maneuver
out of the prison of enchantment, and fulfill the prison of
obligation signifies his growth as a "trewe" knight. What
it stands for, in a larger context, is emblematic of the
Arthurian world as a whole: just as Lancelot, so, too, the
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Arthurian knight in general must swallow several doses of
the kind of treachery that contributes to the downfall of
. the entire kingdom. Perhaps, as we see the young Lancelot
~!
Continually survive the ordeal of imprisonment, we can hope
that the majority of Arthur's knights will follow suit as
Arthur's world begins to crumble. Lancelot stands as an
exemplary knight, however, and wnen other knights inevitably
fail, and Lancelot himself fails as Arthur's kingdom
collapses, we may look to the young Lancelot again for both
an indication of what Arthur's world once was like and a
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